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Stearman Formation Flying Notes
By Phillip D. Bostwick

INTRODUCTION

This document is a compilation of my notes taken during the ground school and instruc-
tion flights I received from the instructors at the formation clinic given by the Joint Liai-
son Formation Committee (JLFC) at Keokuk. Iowa in July. 2000. JLFC requires all atten-
dees to have read and viewed the following manuals and videotapes:

1. JLFC Operations Manual:

2. ,T-34 Association's Formation Manual

3. Canadian Bushhawks Liaison Squadron's Formation Flight Syllabus Manual

4. Darton International's video tapes. "Formation Flying, The Art" (2 volumes).

These ,manuals and tapes contain no Stearman Specific" information or sight pictures for
the Stearman pilot who wishes to fly formation. The T-34 manual and the videotapes are
concerned with low wing aircraft and the Bushhawks manual, while concerned with high
wing, fixed gear Liaison-type aircraft, is also devoid of any information pertaining specifi-
cally to Stearman aircraft. Such information must be obtained from the JLFC instructors at
one of their formation clinics. This manual is an attempt to supplement the information in
the above manuals and tapes with text and sight pictures specific to Stearmans as taught
by JLFC. All of the above manuals and tapes should be read or viewed before reading this
manual. ,which does not repeat the genera) information found there.

GE~'ERAL

Formation flying in Stearmans involves several factors not encountered in heavier. more
powerful low wing aircraft. The light wing loading of a Steannan results in the aircraft be-
ing affected by turbulence to a greater degree than heavier aircraft, making it more diffi-
cult to maintain station during hot weather at lower altitudes. The fact that stock Stear-
mans are underpowered means that wingmen do not have large power reserves to utilize
when they are sucked or attempting to rendezvOUS.Finally, the top wing of the Stearman
is a hindrance to a wingman's vision and can interfere with his ability to abide by the most
important rule of formation flying:

NEVER LOSE SIGHT OF THE LEADER, EVEN FOR AN INSTANT.

This manual contains JLFC procedures that help overcome these factors.

Formation tlying requires the following equipment:

1. A good VHF radio (not a hand held radio)
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3. A kneepad for briefings and radio information; and

2. An intercom system;

4. A parachute is highly desirable. The Formation and Safety Team (FAST) requires
that a parachute be worn when flying formation in waivered airspace (air shows).

Every fonnation flight must include a thorough briefing before the flight and a thorough
debriefing after landing. See Brief and Debrief, p. 26. Each pilot Hying formation should familiar-
ize himself with everything in the cockpit, including radios, transponders. etc., and be able to pass
a blindfold test of the cockpit.

This manual uses terminology that was in use in the Naval Air Training Command during
the I 1950's That is, a two plane element is always a "section" :llld a four plane element is always
a "division." 'f.he number 1 plane in a section is the Section Leader and the number 2 plal?e is the
Wingman. If two sections tly together to form a division the number 1 plane is the Division
Leader, the number 2 plane is his Wingman, the number 3 plane is the Second Section Leader and
the number 4 plane is his Wingman.

A. SECTION TACTICS

Hand signals and radio procedures used by Stearman pilots flying formation appear in At-
tachments A and B attached hereto.

PARADE ---STATION KEEPING

In parade the Wingman flies on "the Bearing Line." The Bearing Line is approxiinately 45
degrees off the right or left wing of the Section Leader, stepped down a few feet, with no overlap-
ping of wingtips and no overlapping or nose to tail clearance, as illustrated below.

Proper Step-do\vn
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The Bearing Line For Echelon Right (Approximately 45 Degrees Off Section Leader's Right
Wing).
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Sight Picture When On The Bearing Line.

When the Wingma..nis on The Bearing Line off the Section Leader's right wing
the anti-drag wire between the cabane struts of the Section Leader's aircraft will be lined
up with the rear of the windscreen of the leader's front cockpit~ as illustrated below:

"NE ""'n~~Gr Wlfl.1E UP
WITH 81tcK.. OF UDtOI!fl~

p8ft#tf1 ~Ir-.IOSC~GiH

) )

Sight Picture When Stepped Down The Proper Amount.
When the Wingman is stepped down the proper amount on the Section Leader's

aircraft the Wingman will see (1) a small strip of sky between the horizon and the bottom
of the Section Leader's aircraft, and (2) the bottom of the Section Leader's lower wing
will split the black Boeing placard on the ~ain landing gear fairing, as illustrated below:
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Sight Picture When Flying The Correct Distance Out On The Bearing Line.

When the Wingman is the correct distance out from the Section Leader while on
The Bearing Line and is f1yingcoordinated (ball centered), the Section Leader's rudder
and vertical fin will nearly fill a diamond fonned by the following four things on the
Wingman's left wing: (1) the forward edge of the N strut; (2) the forward flying wire; (3)
the rear landing wire; and (4) the rear flying wire, as illustrated below:
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PARADE TURNS
Riding Level in Parade Turns is Not Recommended in Stearmans.
Although it is possible in low wing aircraft for the Wingman to "Ride Level" when

the Section Leader turns away from him by rotating on his own axis rather than on the
Section Leader's axis, as illustrated below, this type of parade turn is not recommended in
Steannans because the Wingman will lose sight of the Section Leader in the Wingman's
top wing if the Wingman becomes sucked.

On Outside Turns Wingman Rides High.
In Steannans when the Section Leader turns away from the Wingman in parade the

Wingman rides high on the outside of the turn by rotating on the Section Leader's
longitudinal axis, not his own, as illustrated below. Thus, the Wingman's sight picture of
the Section Leader's aircraft will remain the same, regardless of the attitude of the Section
Leader's aircraft. Only the Wingman's view of the horizon in relation to the Section
Leader's aircraft will change.

To maintain position during an outside turn the Wingman must fly up and his
radius of turn will be greater than the Section Leader's. This requires the Wingman to
carry more power in the tum than the Section Leader. In order not to get sucked during an
outside turn the Wingman should be prepared to add power as soon as he receives the turn
signal from the Section Leader and to match the Section Leader's angle of bank as soon as
the Section Leader begins his tum. When the Section Leader rolls out of the outside tum
the Wingman will have to fly down to get back into position, requiring a reduction in
power to keep from overrunning (becoming acute on) the Section Leader.

Riding Higb
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On Inside Turns Wingman Rides Low.

When the Section Leader turns into the Wingman in parade the Wingman rides low
on the inside of the tum by rotating on the Section Leader's longitudinal axis rather than
his own, as illustrated below. Again, the Wingman's sight picture of the Section Leader's
aircraft--except for the horizon-will remain the same. To maintain position during an
inside turn the Wingman must fly down and his radius of turn will be less than the Section
Leader's. This requires the Wingman to reduce power as the Section Leader starts his tum
to keep from getting acute on the Section Leader. When the Section Leader rolls out of the
tum the Wingman will have to fly up to come back into position, requiring an addition of
power to keep from getting sucked.

Riding Low

When Out of Position, Do Not "Camp Out."

I{the Wingman is out of position while t1ying parade he should not Hcamp out"-
that is, continue to fly out of position. The key to flying a good parade position is to relax,
trim your aircraft, have your feet resting lightly on the rudders to keep the aircraft in
balanced flight (never skid or slip your aircraft while flying formation) and watch carefully
for any changes in relative motion between your aircraft and the Section Leader's.
Constantly scari the three sight pictures illustrated above for proper bearing line, step down
and distance out from the Section Leader, much as you scan your instruments during IFR
flight. As soon as any variation from these sight pictures is noted you should make the
necessary adjustment to power and/or attitude. When the relative motion has been stopped
after taking corrective action the correction should be removed. Early anticipation of a
change in relative motion and small corrections with throttle, stick and rudders made early
are essential to good station keeping.
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CROSSUNDERS

To go from echelon right to echelon left the Wingman must execute a crossunder.
After receiving and acknowledging the Section Leader's hand signal for a crossunder the
Wingman executes five moves. These are:

1. Move back a few feet;

2. Move dO'wnslightly;

3. Fly slowly across to the Section Leader's left wing;

4. Move up; and
5. Move forward into proper parade position.

When learning the crossunder these movements should be flown separately with a
brief pause t:ktween each. With experience, the Wingman will execute the man~uver
smoothly and withoW any pauses. However, the Wingman should always execute a
crossunder slowly and be prepared to stop at aI1Y time during the maneuver.

Sight Picture Durin.g Crossunders.
\Vhen the Wingman has moved back and down from the Section Leader's aircraft

he should see the Section Leader's MLG tires protruding below the bottom of the
Wingman's top wing. The Wingman should note the position of the MLG tires relative to
the bottom of his top wing before he crosses over. He should then fly his aircraft slowly
across until those tires are in the same position on the other side of the bottom of his top
wing. The illustration below shows the Wingman half-way through the crossunder. Prop
wash from the Section Leader's aircraft will create a "wall" about 2/3 of the way across on
the crossunder, requiring the Wingman to add power to keep from getting sucked. Moves 4
and 5, above, also require the Wingman to add power. A common error on crossunders is
to drop down too low, drop back too far, hit the "wall" and not have enough power to get
through the wall and fly up and forward into position, resulting in the Wingman getting
sucked and taking far too long to execute the crossunder.

-----~.~---
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ENROUTE POSITION

During cross-country flying the Wingman may move into the enroute position by
flying two to three plane positions out on The Bearing Line, as illustrated below. In this
position the Wingman uses less fuel than in the parade position, is able to conduct his own
navigation and can change radio frequencies without risking a midair collision with the
Section Leader. When moving from parade to the enroute position the Wingman must tum
his aircraft slightly away from the Section Leader's. Because the Section Leader's thrust
line is straight ahead the Wingman must add power to stay on the Bearing Line and not get
sucked.

If the Wingman is given a radio frequency change by the Section Leader while
flying in parade, the Wingman should move out slightly on The Bearing Line before
dialing in the new frequency. The Wingman should never stick his head in the cockpit
to cbange frequencies while flying in parade. If his VHF radio contains a button that
allows the pilot to set two frequencies on the radio and switch from one to the other by
pressing the button, the Wingman should reach for that button while looking at the Section
Leader if the Section Leader gives him the signal to "Go to button two."
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TRAIL POSITION (LINE ASTERN)
To go from parade position to,the trail position the Wingman must move back and

down, centering his aircraft below and behind the Section Leader's aircraft, as illustrated
below: .
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Sight Picture When In Trail.

When the Wingman is in the proper trail position the Section Leader's aircraft will
appear to be framed above the windscreen on the Wingman's front cockpit, with the
Section Leader's wingtips just spanning the top windscreen frame and with the Section
Leader's horizontal stabilizer appearing to be superimposed on his top wing, as illustrated
below. A common error is for the Wingman to position himself too far behind the Section
Leader's aircraft.
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MANEUVERING IN TRAIL
While in trail the Section Leader will perfonn a series of Lazy Eights, entering into

shallow climbs and dives and 30 to 45 degree banked turns. Unlike parade, where the
Wingman maintains his position through the use of the throttle, in the trail position the
Wingman sets his throttle when in the proper position and calls, "Two's in" to the Section
Leader. Thereafter, the Wingman maintains his nose to tail separation on the Section Leader
by varying the radius of his tum in relation to the Section Leader's radius of turn. While the
Section Leader is climbing or descending wings level the Wingman's sight picture of him
will remain the same. However, when the Section Leader banks the Wingman will be on the
swne radius of tum as the Section Leader only if the Wingman is neither acute nor sucked. If
the Wingman begins to overrun the Section Leader (gets too close nose to tail), the Wingman
must fly, to the outside of the Leader's tum until in proper position, then return to match the
Lead~r's radius of tum. Similarly, if the Wingman is sucked (gets too far nose to tail) he
must fly to the inside of the Leader's tum until in proper position. 'These three situations are
'illustrated below:
Wingman in Proper Position On Section Leader During Turn While in Trail.

Wingman Too Close Nose to Tail on Section Leader During Tum While in Trail.

Wingman Too Far Nose to Tail From Section Leader During Turn While in Trail.
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RETURNING TO PARADE FROM TRAIL.
When the Section Leader is ready to put the Wingman back in the parade position

from trail he will rock his wings, then start a turn right or left using 10-15 degrees of bank
(the intersection of the Section Leader's N Strut and his top wing will be on the horizon
when his bank is 10-15 degrees). The Wingman will then join up on the inside of the
Section Leader's turn.

BREAKUP AND RENDEZVOUS (JOIN UP).
The Section Leader puts the Wingman in echelon right and gives him the breakup

signal and number of seconds for the break (assume 5 seconds). The Section Leade,r then
"kisses off' to the Wingman and breaks left sharply with a 45 degree or 60 degree angle of
bank, depending on how the flight was briefed. For a 45 degree angle of bank roll the
aircraft until the roll wires are on the horizon, as illustrated below.

45 Degree Angle of Bank on Break.

For a 60 degree angle of bank roll the aircraft until the cabane struts are on the
horizon, as illustrated below.
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After breaking, the Section Leader turns 180 degrees while maintaining the same
altitude and rolls out on a heading reciprocal to his heading at the time of the break. When

.'" the Wingman sees the Section Leader break he counts, "one thousand one, one thousand
two, one thousand three, one thousand four, BREAK," banking left sharply to the pre-
briefed bank angle on the word "break." The Wingman maintains the altitude he was
flying at the time of the break, even if the Section Leader loses altitude in his turn, rolling
out after 180 degrees of turn to line up directly behind the Section Leader. When the
Wingman is in position in extended trail he calls, "Two's in" on the radio.

When the Wingman is in position the Section Leader turns right or left using a 1O~
15 degree angle of bank and holding his altitude constant. As soon as the Section Leader
begins his turn the Wingman turns in the same direction in order to join up on the inside of
the Section Leader's tum.

THE WINGMAN SHOULD KEEP THE SECTION LEADER'S AIRCRAFT
ON THE HORIZON DURING THE JOIN UP UNTIL HE IS NEARLY IN PARADE
POSITION. GET ALTITUDE FIRST, THEN GET ON THE BEARING LINE. DO
NOT JOIN UP FROM "IN THE HOLE" (BELOW THE LEADER'S ALTITUDE).

At the start of the join up the Wingman will be too far away from the Section
Leader to line up the Leader's drag wire with his front windscreen. If the Wingman is on
The Bearing Line from the Section Leader, and if the Section Leader's aircraft is on the
horizon, the top of the Section Leader's rudder will be just below the level of the tip of the
Leader's top wing, with very little space between the rudder and wingtip, as illustrated
below. As the Wingman nears the Section Leader's aircraft he can line up the Leader's
drag wire with his front windscreen, also illustrated below.

Sigbt picture at tbe start of a join up on the left wing of the Section Leader:

Sight Picture near the end of a join up on the left wing of the Section Leader:
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As the Wingman's aircraft approaches the Section leader's aircraft on The Bearing
Line the Wingman can pick up the sight picture of the drag wire on the Leader's front
cockpit. -When he is 4-5 ship widths from the Section Leader the Wingman can begin to ease
his aircraft down to the proper step down position. The Wingman stops his advance on the
bearing line when the Section Leader's rudder fills the diamond on the Wingman's wing. A
join up should be relatively slow and controlled, but the Wingman should be joined on the
Section Leader within 180 degrees of the Section Leader's initial tum. If the Wingman does
not keep the Section Leader's aircraft on the horizon he will be joining from "in the hole,"
which will take an excessive amount of time and power. If the join up is done correctly the
Wingman should not have to touch his throttle until he gets close to the Section Leader, when
the rate of closure will appear to increase. At that time the Wingman can use thronle
adjustment:s to effect a join up into the proper parade position.

If the Wingman gets acute on the Section Leader during the join up he must turn
TOWARDS the Section Leader to get back on the Bearing Line, as illustrated below. This
causes the rate of closure to increase and a reduction in power may be required. The closer
the Wingman gets to the Section Leader during the join up the more unnatural this may feel,
but it is the ONLY way to turn if the Wingman is acute. Turning away from the Section
Leader could result in the Wingman losing sight of the leader, a cardinal sin.

The Wingman Must Turn Towards the Sedion Leader if be Gets Acute During
the Join Up.

}
p, -;.cn-DH LI;;........."..

"
If the Wingman becomes sucked during 'the join up he must turn AWAY from the

Section Leader so that he will make a smaller radius tum than the Section Leader and get
back on The Bearing Line, as illustrated below.

Tbe Wingman Must Turn Away from the Section Leader if he Becomes Sucked
During the Join Up.
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BROKEN REJOIN

As with station keeping, early recognition of whether you are too low, off The Bearing
Line, acute or sucked, followed by immediate corrective action, is the key to a smooth and safe
join up. Once the technique is learned, join ups are a matter of the Wingman smoothly and safely
sliding his aircraft up The Bearing Line into the parade position. However, a join up that does not
stay controlled will result in a broken join up. The most common cause of a broken join up is for
the Wingman to get acute on the Section Leader late in the join up and when the Wingman turns
towards the Section Leader the rate of closure is too fast to effect the join up. When this happens
[here is another cardinal rule in formation flying that must never be violated. That is:

NEVER GO BELLY UP ON (LOSE SIGHT OF) THE LEADER WHEN JOINING UP

If the Wingman must execute a broken join up he must fly well below and behind the Sec-
tion Leader to the outside of the Section Leflder's turn; keeping the Section Leader's aircraft in
view at all times. The Wingman calls, "Two's underrunning" to the Section Leader and stays on
the outside of the turn until the SeCtion Leader clears the Wingman to rejoin the formation.

LEAD CHANGE

Before turning the lead over to his Wingman the Section Leader should put the section in pa-
rade, straight and level flight, and advise the Wingman by radio of the flight's position from the
field, its heading and altitude and of any traffic in the area. The Section Leader then gives the lead
change signal to his Wingman. Upon acknowledging the signal the old Wingman, now the Section
Leader, must fly straight and level with no airspeed change and divide his attention between look-
ing ahead and watching the old Section Leader, now the Wingman, maneuver back into parade po-
sition off his left wing. The old Section Leader, now the Wingman, must not take his eyes off the
new Section Leader. This is difficult to do because the new Wingman js looking back over his
shoulder at the new Section Leader. To maneuver into position the new Wingman moves out one
aircraft width, reduces power and moves back slowly to the Bearing Line. When on the Bearing
Line he moves into the parade position stepped down on the new Section Leader's left wing.

TAKEOFF AND INITIAL JOIN UP

The procedure for a section takeoff with an interval between the Section Leader's takeoff
and the Wingman's is as follows: The section takes position on the runway with the Section
Leader on the downwind side of the runway in a cross-wind (to prevent his wingtip vortices blow-
ing into the Wingman's flight path during the takeoff roll), and the Wingman in an approximate
parade position, as illustrated below. The Wingman should pull forward until the Section Leader's
head is positioned in the forward area of the Wingman's N strut, lower his seat and, when ready
for takeoff, give the Section Leader a thumbs up. (If you fly formation with your seat too high
your top wing will impede your view of the Section Leader.) The Section Leader gives the Wing-
man the signal for takeoff and adds takeoff power. The Wingman should cock his aircraft 10-15
degrees either side of centerline of the runway so that he can watch the Section Leader's takeoff.
When the Wingman sees air under the Section Leader's tires the Wingman cocks his aircraft back
to the runway centerline and adds takeoff power.
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AfterJifting off the Wingman calls the Section Leader on the radio advising, "Two's
off." The Section Leader should climb out at a shallow angle of climb. The Wingman
should leave climb power on and climb at the best rate of climb to put the Section Leader's
aircraft on the horizon as soon as possible. When the Section Leader turns right or left, using
a 10-::15degree angle of bank, the Wingman should start his tum, matching the Section
Leader's angle of bank, to join up on the inside of the Section Leader's turn. The Wingman
should leave climb power on and continue to climb until he has the Section Leader's aircraft
on the horizon. At that point the Wingman can reduce his power to cruise power and effect
the rendezvous. It cannot be said too often: Put the Section Leader's aircraft on the horizon
and keep it there in order to avoid joining up from "in the hole. "

If the Section Leader has an emergency on takeoff and has to abort he calls the
Wingman on the radio saying, "Lead's Aborting!" If the Section Leader has directional
control he brings his aircraft to a stop on the "cold" side of the runway (the side that will
permit him to turn off) and advises the Wingman, "Lead's cold left (or right)." The Section
Leader may lose directional control on takeoff during an abort. In either situation the
Wingman should hold up or abort his take off, if possible, and avoid striking the Section
Leader's aircraft at all costs.

Section Takeoff With an Interval Between Aircraft
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